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ReThinkNYC
Update: Recent Press Call for ReThinkNYC’s Through-Running Plan at

Penn Station

Rather than doubling down on dated transit infrastructure, New York should invest in our region’s future
via implementing through-running commuter operations at Penn Station. This essential action will lay the
groundwork for a Regional Unified Network--a system allowing one to get from anywhere to everywhere
using mass transit. By creating new transit hubs and more useful transit patterns, the Tri-State area will
develop as a connected whole rather than a series of disconnected parts. Think how our subways work

and expand it to the entire region above.
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Governor Cuomo’s proposed Empire Station Complex at Penn Station and environs has
encountered tremendous pushback, especially its plan to horizontally expand the station
south of 31st Street, after demolishing a block and one half, to build terminal tracks for
New Jersey Transit. A separate plan by the MTA calls for improvements to a
subterranean Penn Station proper.

ReThinkNYC has played a large role in the opposition as they have pointed out for
years asserting that the better course is converting commuter rail operations to
through-running at Penn Station which could generate at least as much capacity at half
the cost, would provide a superior commuting experience, could help to launch a
regional unified transit system in the greater New York Region and could provide
balanced economic growth through adding relevance to new or existing centers of
business activity (the essence of the multi-core concept) such as Jamaica and
Sunnyside in Queens, White Plains in Westchester and Newark, Secaucus and
Paterson in New Jersey among many others. More importantly, implementing
through-running within the footprint of Penn Station and the Moynihan Train Hall avoids
the need to demolish a block and a half of 31st Street which would displace rent
stabilized tenants and small businesses and destroy numerous irreplaceable historic
structures.

While the transit industrial complex, when they are not squabbling or suing each other,
is fighting to prevent ReThinkNYC’s through-running plan from being treated as the
valid and superior alternative it represents for the City, State and Region--Governor
Hochul may be open to our view. For instance, she has demanded that the “train to
nowhere” LaGuardia AirTrain be halted so other alternatives can be reviewed. She is to
be credited for the courage of this decision. We believe she should follow suit with Penn
Station and shelve the former Governor’s plan so that other alternatives can be
reviewed without a finger on the scale.

Our free press increasingly sees it our way. Accordingly, we wanted to be sure you were
able to review the recent press linked below.

It should be noted that the transit industrial complex well sees the benefits of
through-running which has been so successfully deployed or planned for London, Paris,
Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Philly, Tokyo, Toronto and any city serious about being
competitive in the 21st Century. However, the transit industrial complex, at least the
local chapter, believes it could only be implemented in New York sometime in 2080.
Governor Hochul should not countenance such pablum. New York deserves so much
more if we are to continue our role as a leading and great internationally competitive
place to live and work. Implementing through-running at Penn Station is a game



changer and this decision could well be the most important land use decision for New
York in the last one hundred years.

The Governor’s Plan to Reinvent Penn Station Might Need Some ReThinking
By Zach Williams, City & State New York

June 28th, 2021

EXCERPTS: Nicole Gelinas, a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute: “This is Cuomo
empire building. Do we need another massive hub station adjacent to Penn Station?
Probably not.”

She continues: “Yes, we should be looking at building new tunnels across the Hudson,
but that doesn't have to go with another massive underground train station just south of
Penn Station. Do we really want another mega-hub in the middle of Manhattan where
the trains just stop and go back?”

Alon Levy, a fellow at the NYU Marron Institute who has studied transit systems from
New York City to Singapore, states that: “America follows this mentality that America
was once great and needs to be made great again… (Cuomo’s proposal) doubles down
on this 1930s, 1940s, 1950s mentality of how to run trains.”

A Push to Run Commuter Rail Through Penn Station
By Paul Burton, The Bond Buyer

August 27th, 2021

EXCERPTS: Lynn Ellsworth, Chairperson of Human Scale NYC and a coordinator of
the Empire Station Coalition: “One of the general problems we see here is that the city
has dug itself into kind of a rabbit-hole trap of, ‘The only way we can have any public
goods is to build a tower and then finance some future real-estate revenue that we’re
going to get once the towers are up.’

She continues: “When people are more prosperous they can pay more taxes and you
can issue bonds like a normal state. Right now I think the city feels like we can’t do that
unless there’s a specific project generating revenue. Well, let the unified regional rail
network be that project.”

Peter Derrick, planner and assistant director at the MTA from 1982 to 1996, indicated a
major obstacle standing before through-running is longstanding tribalism among
NJTransit, LIRR and Metro-North: “I worked for the MTA for 15 years and saw this going
on.” Through-running proposals have surfaced periodically, including a proposal actually
submitted by Derrick.

https://www.cityandstateny.com/policy/2021/06/the-governors-plan-to-reinvent-penn-station-might-need-some-rethinking/182724/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fsrokxkd6qniw3z/BondBuyer%20Article.pdf?dl=0


Hochul Marker on AirTrain Sets Off Ripples
By Paul Burton, The Bond Buyer

October 14th, 2021

EXCERPTS: Andy Byford, former president of the MTA’s New York City Transit division
and now commissioner of Transport for London, cited the benefits of commuter
through-running: “[Through-running] has certainly been a success in London with
Thameslink being the most obvious example.”

He continues: “While many London-bound services terminate at the various termini that
ring the capital, Thameslink has developed into a highly successful north/south through
service that links two major airports and that enables customers to traverse London
without having to change.”

Join the movement! Rethink Penn Station NYC
For details of the ReThinkNYC plan, click here to see our complete proposal.

Find us on Instagram and Facebook

ReThinkNYC is a New York City-based non-profit organization specialized in transportation
infrastructure and how it relates to complex urban, governance and socio-economic issues.
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